**Northern Lights**
by Raymond Strom

“Written with a mesmerizing voice as crystalline and startling as the title suggests, *Northern Lights* is a beautiful, drug-fueled coming-of-age set in the strung-out, debt-crushed American upper midwest. Strom’s cool, sharp-eyed clarity and tender pathos calls Denis Johnson to mind—the ghost of *Jesus’ Son* shimmers in these pages.”

—Brendan Kiely, author of *All American Boys*

**The Raven Tower**
by Ann Leckie

“A powerhouse epic of humans and gods at war, deeply imagined and profoundly thrilling. There are echoes of Shakespeare and Le Guin in *The Raven Tower*, but its strange dark brilliance could only have come from Ann Leckie.”


**Finding Dorothy**
by Elizabeth Letts

“Beautifully researched and written, *Finding Dorothy* pulls back the curtain on a fascinating relationship behind the making of The Wizard of Oz.”

—Martha Hall Kelly, author of *Lilac Girls*

**Nothing Is Scary with Harry**
by Katie McElligott

“In this engaging story, charming paint and colored-pencil illustrations showcase Katie’s love and bravery and feature diverse characters. For kids and adults who embrace these objects as coping mechanisms, this sweet tale should ring true.”

—Kirkus Reviews

For more information, visit [www.MidwestBooksellers.org](http://www.MidwestBooksellers.org).